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CORPORATE
National Capabilities and Expertise
– Led by corporate partners who are regularly recognized in Chambers USA,
The Best Lawyers in America, Georgia Super Lawyers and other leading
professional authorities, Rogers & Hardin has accumulated substantial
experience as corporate counsel for a wide variety of clients throughout
the nation and beyond.

jhardin@rh-law.com
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Edward J. Hardin
Robert C. Hussle

– Clients work closely with our corporate and other transactional attorneys
regarding all aspects of their businesses, including the structuring of
transactions, contract negotiation and review, regulatory compliance and
the creation and implementation of policies and procedures.

SUBSTANTIVE KNOWLEDGE AND STRENGTH

Robert C. Hussle
David G. Thunhorst

From the firm’s inception, our corporate lawyers have enjoyed a special
reputation for their ability to advise and represent clients in connection with
complex business transactions, as well as day-to-day concerns and other
strategic business matters. Our corporate lawyers utilize the resources of
our tax, intellectual property, litigation and labor and employment practices
to deliver customized legal solutions for each corporate client. Together, our
attorneys seek to provide clients a direct approach to achieving their
business goals, working side-by-side with management and boards of
directors to understand our clients’ businesses and industries and to
identify their needs.
Our corporate group has an extensive client base, ranging from large,
publicly-owned corporations to small, closely-held and start-up companies.
Regardless of their size, our clients turn to us for dedicated, efficient
representation and our broad expertise with respect to business and
transactional matters.

A BROAD SPECTRUM OF EXPERIENCE
While large transactions and corporate mergers often generate the most
attention, we provide advice to our corporate clients with respect to a
multitude of legal matters. Our corporate group consists of a group of
highly talented attorneys who have experience with virtually every aspect of
corporate transactions, allowing us to effectively handle the numerous
issues that can arise during the course of completing a single corporate
transaction or matter. We advise clients with respect to many corporate
transactional and other matters, including formation and capitalization of
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start-up companies, initial public offerings, private placements, private
equity, mergers and acquisitions, strategic alliances and joint ventures,
corporate finance, banking, bankruptcy, state and federal securities law
compliance, directorial duties, corporate governance and partnership
matters.
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